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	Anatomical Terms and their Derivation, 9789812703873 (981270387X), World Scientific Publishing, 2007

	Anatomical terms are the vocabulary of medicine. Anatomy began as a descriptive science in the days when Latin was the universal scientific language. Early anatomists described the structures they saw in that language, comparing them to common and familiar objects, or borrowing terms from the Greek and Arabic masters before them. In anatomic terminology, common Latin or Greek words are used as such for any part of the body for which the ancients had a name. For many other structures, scientific names have been invented either by using certain classical words which appear to be descriptive of the part concerned, or commonly, by combining Greek or Latin roots to form a new compound term. Memorization of such terms without understanding their meaning can lead to mental indigestion.
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3ds Max 9 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A favorite of 3ds Max artists from beginners to pros!

Why is 3ds Max Bible a perennial bestselling favorite? Because whether  you're a beginner looking for a tutorial to get you up to speed on your first  day or an expert needing a reference to Max's advanced features, it's all here.  Loaded with advice, professional tips, and...


		

iPad: Visual QuickStart Guide (Visual Quickstart Guides)Peachpit Press, 2012


	You’ve seen the TV ads in which happy,

	purposeful people use iPads to type

	messages, watch movies, play games,

	video-chat with grandchildren, and surf

	the Web from hammocks. On the cuttingroom

	floor, however, is the footage where

	those actors actually learned how to do

	all that stuff. Despite its clean lines...

		

Digital Signal Processing: A Filtering ApproachThomson Delmar Learning, 2000
This new resource introduces the concepts, equations, and terminology of Digital Signal Processing, and also provides the tools needed to analyze and design digital filters. With emphasis on digital filtering, this book applies the reader's knowledge of AC circuits, trigonometry, algebra, calculus and analog filter design to digital signal...




	

IP Addressing FundamentalsCisco Press, 2002
The reader-friendly explanation of how the IP address space works and how it is used

* A reader-friendly introduction to the complex and confusing topic of IP addressing
* Thorough and understandable explanations of the binary mathematics behind IP addressing
* Complete coverage of the IPv4 address space without distractions of...


		

Longman Student Grammar of Spoken and Written EnglishPearson Education, 2002

	* Examines patterns of use in the news, fiction and academic English


	* Takes grammar and vocabulary together and looks at how they interact


	* Is based on the analysis of 40-million words of British and American, written and spoken corpus text


	* Uses over 3000 examples of real, corpus English to illustrate the...


		

Advances in Cardiac Signal ProcessingSpringer, 2007

	This book provides a comprehensive review of progress in the acquisition and extraction of electrocardiogram signals. The coverage is extensive, from a review of filtering techniques to measurement of heart rate variability, to aortic pressure measurement, to strategies for assessing contractile effort of the left ventricle and more. The book...
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